Introduction
============

The clustered arrangement formed collectively by axonal projections of pyramidal cells in the superficial layers of mammalian cortex has drawn the attention of neuroanatomists and modelers for many years. Focal injections of neural tracers reveal the tendency for populations of labeled cells to collectively form patches of labeled somata and excitatory axonal terminals, separated by regions of light or absent label, and covering several millimeters within a cortical area ([@bib106], [@bib107]; [@bib108]; [@bib76]). The individual pyramidal cell axonal arbors that form the assumed substrate for these patches can span at least 4 mm in cat area 17 ([@bib39]) and at least 2 mm in macaque monkey area V1 ([@bib86]). Known as the superficial patch system, the quasiperiodic nature of the labeling patterns in primary visual cortex is evocative of the petals of a flower, inspiring the alternate moniker of the daisy architecture ([@bib27]).

Several aspects of this anatomical system are interesting, not the least of which is its apparent ubiquity across many cortical areas, in many species (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The periodic representation used by primary visual cortex to process spatially distributed input makes the existence of periodic anatomical modules there unsurprising. However, there is no obvious reason why prefrontal cortex, which deals with information that is presumably nonspatial in nature, should require a repeated, punctate arrangement of either function or anatomy. The characteristic size and spacing of labeled patches in a given area, irrespective of the size of the injection made, has also baffled researchers ([@bib89]; for a review, see [@bib76]).

###### 

List of observations of patchy labeling in cortex

  Animal                            Cortical area     Width (mm)                               Spacing (mm)                                                                                                                    References
  --------------------------------- ----------------- ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Cat                               Area 17           0.3--0.55                                0.6--1.25                                                                                                                       [@bib39], [@bib74], [@bib38], [@bib20], [@bib75], [@bib57], [@bib69], [@bib67], [@bib68], and [@bib59]
  Area 18                           0.35--0.65        1--1.5                                   [@bib84], [@bib83], [@bib17], and [@bib59]                                                                                      
  Area A1                                                                                      [@bib85], [@bib133], [@bib102], and [@bib97]                                                                                    
  Ferret                            Area 17           0.25                                     0.6--0.7                                                                                                                        [@bib105] and [@bib109]
  Area A1                           0.25--0.8                                                  [@bib132]                                                                                                                       
  Gray squirrel                     Areas 17 and 18                                                                                                                                                                            [@bib53] but for a conflicting report, see [@bib130]
  Macaque monkey                    Area 1            0.375                                    0.8                                                                                                                             [@bib52] and [@bib77]
  Area 3b                           0.33              0.795                                    [@bib52] and [@bib77]                                                                                                           
  Area 4                            0.5--0.57         0.9--0.95                                [@bib77]                                                                                                                        
  Area 7a                           0.31              0.967 ![](cercorbhq290fx12_ht.jpg)       [@bib3]                                                                                                                         
  Areas 9 and 46                    0.27--0.4         0.54--0.78                               [@bib77], [@bib62], [@bib99] and [@bib79]                                                                                       
  Prefrontal                                                                                   [@bib65]                                                                                                                        
  Inferotemporal (IT) area TE       0.45--0.51        0.7--1.3                                 [@bib64] and [@bib124]                                                                                                          
  Inferotemporal (IT) area TEO      0.42              0.7                                      [@bib64]                                                                                                                        
  Motor (forelimb representation)   0.375--1          0.75--2                                  [@bib49]                                                                                                                        
  Area V1                           0.15--0.32        0.4--0.75                                [@bib30], [@bib107], [@bib67], [@bib140], [@bib3], [@bib77], [@bib78], [@bib23], [@bib139], [@bib4], [@bib121], and [@bib124]   
  Area V2                           0.25--0.4         0.6--0.7 ![](cercorbhq290fx12_ht.jpg)    [@bib104], [@bib140], [@bib3], [@bib77], and [@bib23]                                                                           
  Area V4                           0.27--0.35        0.6--0.92 ![](cercorbhq290fx12_ht.jpg)   [@bib140], [@bib3], and [@bib77]                                                                                                
  Owl monkey                        Area MT           0.33                                     0.827 ![](cercorbhq290fx12_ht.jpg)                                                                                              [@bib79]
  Galago                            Area V1                                                                                                                                                                                    [@bib25]
  Quokka                            Area V1           0.32                                     0.548                                                                                                                           [@bib128]
  Squirrel monkey                   Area V1           0.2                                      0.4                                                                                                                             [@bib107] and [@bib117]
  Area V2                           0.2--0.27         0.62--0.7                                [@bib68], [@bib104], [@bib24], and [@bib80]                                                                                     
  Area DL~C~ (V4)                   0.29              0.58                                     [@bib24] and [@bib136]                                                                                                          
  Area DL~R~                                                                                   [@bib24]                                                                                                                        
  Areas 3b and 4                    0.75              1.5                                      [@bib51]                                                                                                                        
  Human                             Area V1           0.3--0.5                                 0.6--1.0                                                                                                                        [@bib18]
  Area V2                           0.3--0.5                                                   [@bib18]                                                                                                                        
  Area 22                           0.56--0.86        1.02--1.63                               [@bib34]                                                                                                                        
  Area 41 (A1)                      0.39--0.42        0.87--0.95                               [@bib34]                                                                                                                        

Note: References are listed where punctate labeling of intrinsic projections was observed following tangential sectioning or reconstruction of cortical tissue, labeled with various anterograde, retrograde and bidirectional tracers. Values reported here are ranges of reported means, not minima and maxima. Measurements are as reported in the original work, except those marked with![](cercorbhq290fx12_ht.jpg) , which were estimated by us from the published material. Although a single rodent is included in this table, the presence of a patch system in the rodent is controversial---for a discussion, see [@bib89].

It is unclear what general principle of cortical processing is subserved by the patterned excitatory projections of the patch system. Where comparisons between patches and cortical function have been made, a consistent---albeit weak---correlation between the locations of labeled patches and markers for cortical function has emerged. In primary visual cortex, 60--75% of labeled patches fall in regions responsive to stimulus orientations within ±45° of the preferred orientation of neurons at the injection site in tree shrew ([@bib16]), cat ([@bib112]), and macaque monkey ([@bib78]; [@bib121]). The functional specificity of these connections is therefore considerably broader than the physiological orientation tuning of the projecting neurons. Nevertheless, the existence of a similar tendency for other aspects of function in visual cortex, and in other cortical areas entirely, has lead to the simplified concept of "like-connects-to-like" ([@bib88]).

If connectivity between related functional domains is truly the principle underlying the anatomy of the patch system, then the average spatial arrangement of the patch system and of functional maps should be identical. Previous analyses of these spatial arrangements have been restricted to comparisons made in single animals, and their accuracy has been limited by the precision of alignment between functional maps and tissue processed for histology. Here, we introduce a technique that does not rely on such alignment but directly measures the statistical structure inherent in the arrangement of labeled patches and of cortical responses. The lattice structure measured by our method allows us to compare the spatial configuration of anatomical and functional modules between animals and indeed between species. By pooling measurements of the lattice structure of the patch system across animals, we gain more sensitivity when comparing the patch system with the lattice structure of maps of the cortical response.

If the spatial arrangement of functional domains and of patches is similar, that would strongly imply a role for the patch system in shaping the cortical response. We propose that the superficial patch system is an anatomical substrate encoding a statistical expectation of the cortical response. This fact becomes easily observable for a particular class of stimuli; specifically, stimuli that require encoding of identical stimulus parameters over the full extent of the visual field. The cortical response to these stimuli consists of active regions that collectively encode identical functional parameters. We call these evoked cortical states "self-consistent" states, since each active region encodes parameters of the stimulus that are consistent with all other concurrently active regions across the visual cortex. Comparisons between the patch system and the cortical response made using aggregate maps of function, such as angle maps of orientation preference, may obscure the relationship between self-consistent states and the patch system. Here, we directly search for evidence linking the patch system and self-consistent cortical states by comparing their respective spatial arrangements.

Although "superficial" is the most common epithet ascribed to the patch system, a similar and underexplored pattern of clustered labeling exists in layers 4 and 5 ([@bib7]; [@bib76]; [@bib115]; [@bib6]). We have restricted ourselves to examining the patch system in the superficial layers due to the availability of functional imaging in these layers, as well as the relative paucity of data from deeper cortical layers (but see [@bib54]).

Materials and Methods
=====================

Briefly, we recorded functional maps from cat and macaque monkey primary visual cortex (area 17 only, in both species), representing the cortical response to high contrast, full-field drifting square-wave grating stimuli. We recorded blank-subtracted single-condition maps (response maps) using optical imaging (OI) of the intrinsic signal (cats) and voltage-sensitive dye imaging (cats and monkeys). Response maps had a punctate appearance, where restricted regions of cortex were activated by the visual stimulus (active regions). A series of image processing steps were applied to each response map to locate the centers of active regions. Gabriel graphs, which define adjacency relationships over a set of points ([@bib33]), were used to identify neighboring active regions over each response map.

Our measurements of the spatial configuration of the superficial patch system were made over a database of figures showing patchy labeling following injections into primary visual cortex of the cat and macaque monkey, collected from the last 28 years of literature. We manually annotated these figures with the locations of labeled patches and used Gabriel graphing to construct neighbor graphs as for the OI response maps. The full list of patch-labeling injections used in this work is given in [Supplementary Tables 1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq290/DC2)--[2](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq290/DC2).

We measured the distributions of interior angles formed by the neighbor graphs of OI response maps and sets of patches labeled by single injections of neural tracer (patch spreads). The distribution of interneighbor angles is a measure for lattice structure in a graph, if present, and can distinguish between random arrangements and between various regular and noisy lattice structures. We compared the distributions of angles against distributions formed by random models, namely hexagonal and square lattices with various amount of jitter. Our analysis is illustrated in detail in[Supplementary Figures 1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq290/DC2)--[3](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq290/DC2), with examples from 3 patch-labeling injections.

Our data collection and analysis were restricted to area 17 (primary visual cortex) of the cat and macaque monkey. Where we refer to "primary visual cortex" in the text, we mean only area 17; likewise, where we use the term "monkey" to refer to our results we mean only macaque monkey. The remainder of this methods section describes in detail the data collection and analysis techniques outlined above.

Macaque and cat voltage sensitive dye imaging experiments and surgical procedures were performed in the lab of A. Grinvald, according to the NIH guidelines under protocols approved by the animal care committee of the Weizmann Institute of Science. Experimental protocols for intrinsic optical imaging of cat visual cortex were approved by the Kantonal Veterinaeramt of Zurich, and performed under licenses 50/2003 and 164/2006 granted to K.A.C. Martin for the project "Microcircuits of Neocortex."

Surgery and Imaging
-------------------

Adult and juvenile (9 weeks old) cats were anesthetized and sedated before surgery with an initial dose of 0.6 mL ketamine (Narketan) and 0.15 mL xylazine (Rompun), then anesthetized during surgery with halothane (0.5--2.0%) in a 1:1 mixture of N~2~O and O~2~, and with alfaxolone 9 mg/mL and alfadolone 3 mg/mL (Saffan), delivered intravenously 1:2 in saline as required. A femoral intravenous cannula was inserted, through which anesthetic and paralysant were administered throughout the course of the experiment. The femoral artery was also cannulated to measure blood pressure over the course of the experiment. Animals were artificially respirated either through an orotracheal tube or tracheotomy, and the animal was mounted in a stereotaxic frame.

Halothane anesthetic delivery was reduced to 0.25% (and as required), and the N~2~O/O~2~ mixture was changed to 2:1. Animals were paralyzed with an initial dose of 40 mg gallamine triethiodide (Sigma) in 8 mL of saline, then placed on continuous pump delivery of 0.75 mg/mL tubocurarine chloride hydrate (Sigma) and 8 mg/mL gallamine triethiodide (Sigma) in saline (2.6 mL/h). Anesthesia was maintained by pump delivery of Saffan 1:2 in saline (1.2 mL/h); electroencephalography (EEG), electrocardiogram, blood pressure, and heart rate were monitored, and anesthetic delivery was adjusted as necessary to maintain the level of anesthesia, as judged by the presence of a "spindling" EEG trace. Body temperature was maintained with a thermostatically controlled heating blanket, and end-tidal CO~2~ was maintained between 4.4 and 4.6%.

Nictitating membranes were retracted with phenylephrine drops, pupils were dilated with atropin drops (1%), and gas permeable contact lenses inserted to prevent dehydration of the cornea. A high-contrast CRT stimulus screen (Sony) was placed 57 cm from the animal. The eyes were refracted and corrective lenses used to focus the eyes on the screen. The projection of the fundus on the stimulus screen was ascertained to ensure that stimuli were presented in the central visual field.

Craniotomies were made in both hemispheres over the central visual field representation in area 17 (primary visual cortex). Craniotomies revealed regions of cortex up to 3 × 6 mm in size around the area centralis representation, corresponding to approximately 5 × 10° of the visual field ([@bib127]). A metal chamber was cemented to the skull over the craniotomy, filled with silicone oil and sealed with a transparent glass cover slip. In most animals, the dura was reflected and the cortex imaged directly. In some experiments, imaging was attempted through the dura. In cases, where response maps could not be obtained with this method, the dura was reflected and the cortex imaged directly.

Optical imaging of the intrinsic signal associated with cortical activity was performed using a technique similar to those of Grinvald and colleagues ([@bib45]; [@bib12]). After obtaining an image of the cortical vasculature and extent of the craniotomy under green illumination, the focal plane was lowered to 450 μm below the pial surface. Visual stimuli were generated by a computer running custom software written in Matlab (The Mathworks). Square-wave gratings of high contrast (1 cycles/degree, drifting at 1 cycle/s, covering 40° of the visual field) were presented at either 8 or 16 equally spaced orientations and oscillating along an axis orthogonal to that of the grating bars. Images of the intrinsic signal were obtained under illumination with orange (600 ± 5 nm wavelength) light, using an Imager 3001 system (Optical Imaging, Inc.) with reverse-coupled 50 mm (f 1.2) and 135 mm (f 2.0) lenses and a Dalsa 1M60 CCD camera (1024 × 1024 frame size). Stimuli were presented in random order, in blocks spanning the full range of orientations used, plus a blank stimulus. During a prestimulus interval of 7 s, a fixed grating of a given orientation was displayed. During the following 3 s, the grating oscillated as described above, and recording of the optical signal from cortex took place. Presenting the upcoming stimulus during the prestimulus period avoids a transient nonspecific cortical response due to the stimulus being flashed on the screen. Five frames were collected over the recording period, of which the last 4 were selected for further analysis, excluding the "initial dip" portion of the cortical response.

Surgery and voltage-sensitive dye imaging methods for awake behaving macaque monkeys are described in detail in [@bib44], [@bib116], and [@bib118]. Briefly, macaque monkeys 6 years of age were trained to view a video monitor. Under general anesthesia, titanium screws were implanted in the skull for head restraint, and an optical chamber covering primary visual cortex (area 17; V1) was mounted on the skull with dental cement. A thin, transparent silicone artificial dura with infusion tubes was implanted over the exposed cortex. At the start of each recording session, oxonol voltage-sensitive dyes were infused over a period of 2 h. Animals fixated on a small dot while high-contrast square-wave gratings (2 cycles/degree, shifting at 2 cycles/s, 4 orientations) were presented on a monitor placed 100 cm from the animal and covering approximately 13 × 13° of the visual field. Response frames of 60 × 60 pixels were collected at 100 Hz, covering an area of 3.6 × 3.6 mm (60 μm interpixel resolution).

Frames recorded in response to a single-orientated stimulus were summed together, and the recorded cortical response to nonstimulus (blank) conditions was subtracted to obtain a map of the differential response to a single orientation (called an OI response map in this report). Divisive or subtractive normalization of orthogonal orientation response maps was not performed.

Location of Active Regions on OI Response Maps
----------------------------------------------

We applied a series of image processing techniques to OI response maps to enhance their signal-to-noise ratio, and then located the centers of active regions using a model of a region of neural activity. This process is illustrated in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. A single-condition OI response map is an image $\left. \mathbf{R}:{\mathbb{R}}^{2}\rightarrow{\mathbb{R}} \right.$. We defined positions in map space $\mathbf{u},\mathbf{v} \in {\mathbb{R}}^{2}$. For each experiment, we formed a mask excluding regions of the imaging area covered by the skull, or by cortical vasculature, from analysis. These masks have the form:Figure 1.Active region location process shown for a single OI response map. The local average (shown in *a*) of the response map was obtained by convolution with a disc kernel. This result was subtracted from the response map to remove large-scale variations in the image (*b*). The map was then thresholded to the mean of the area within the craniotomy mask (shown as a white outline on all subfigures); the result is shown in *c*. A Gaussian field was used as a model of an active region, and the correlation between this model and all points on the map was calculated (*d*). This results in a smooth image where peaks of higher intensity indicate the position of activity bumps in the original map. Peak locations were identified using nonmaximum suppression; these locations are shown in *e* as white crosses on the original OI response map. Scale bars: 1 mm.

We consider that $M\left( \mathbf{u} \right)$ is zero for regions completely outside the imaging area. Our model for an active region had the form of an isotropic Gaussian field, that is,where $\left\| {\mathbf{u},\mathbf{v}} \right\|$ is the Euclidean distance between the field center **u** and an arbitrary point **v**. We took the width of an active region as 4 standard deviations, containing approximately 98% of the weight of the Gaussian field. Our active region models had a width of 600 μm for the cat (i.e., σ*~D~* = 150 μm) and a width of 400 μm for the macaque monkey (i.e., σ*~D~* = 100 μm). These values were chosen empirically to approximate the average size of active regions in our OI response maps.

Low-frequency variations in OI response maps were removed by subtracting the local average of a single map. The local average of a map ***R*** was calculated by convolution with a disk kernel $\mathit{D}_{r}$, whereand ***r*** is the radius of the disk kernel. The local average subtracted map $\overset{\frown}{R}$ is then given by

In this work, we used a disk kernel with a diameter 3 times that of the active region model.

OI response maps were then thresholded to the mean response of the area within a mask defined by the visible region inside a craniotomy; that is,

Here is the spatial average of a response map, computed for regions within the mask *M* using the expression:

We calculated the cross-correlation of the Gaussian field model with a response map to emphasize locations on the response map that corresponded to the centers of active regions. We used the normalized fast cross-correlation measure of [@bib66], namely

Here $\left\langle R \right\rangle$ is the spatial average of a response map ***R*** and $\left\langle {\mathcal{G}\left( {*,*,\sigma_{D}} \right)} \right\rangle$ is the spatial average of the Gaussian kernel with standard deviation $\sigma_{D}$. $\gamma\left( {R,\mathcal{G}_{\sigma_{D}},\mathbf{u}} \right)$ is a mapping $\left. \gamma:{\mathbb{R}}^{2}\rightarrow{\mathbb{R}} \right.$ defined over the same region of space as ***R***, for which the value of at the position **u** gives the coefficient for the correlation of ***R*** and the Gaussian kernel centered at **u**.

Positions in space that had a correlation with the Gaussian model of less than 10% were excluded from further analysis by augmenting the mask ***M***:

The matrix composed of correlation coefficients was processed with nonmaximum suppression to identify the points in the original OI response map that corresponded to the centers of active regions. This was accomplished by performing a morphological dilation of γ with a disk kernel $\mathit{D}_{r}$ that has the same diameter as the active region model. The centers of active regions were identified as those points for which the morphological dilation did not change the value at that point, that is, we define the set:

Here, $\text{dilate}\left( O,K,\mathbf{u} \right)$ is the value of the morphological dilation of matrix ***O*** with kernel ***K*** at a location **u**. The second condition for inclusion in ***A***, given in equation [(9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"}, excludes points closer than a distance ***d*** to the edge of the craniotomy mask $M^{\prime}$. We excluded points closer than half of the Gaussian model width to craniotomy mask; this prevented identification of spurious centers, caused by reflections from the craniotomy edge or by other artifacts, for example, those caused by the curvature or vascular architecture of the cortex.

Identification of Neighbors
---------------------------

A Gabriel graph was constructed to identify neighboring active regions on a single-condition map. [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the result of this process, with further examples for patch-labeling injections given in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figures 1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq290/DC2)--[3](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq290/DC2). Gabriel graphs define neighbor relationships between a set of points over space ([@bib33]). Two points **a** and **b** are neighbors if and only if all other points in the set are outside the circle on whose circumference **a** and **b** are at opposite points, known as the "neighborhood circle." We extended this definition to exclude pairs for which the neighborhood circle intersected either the edge of the craniotomy mask or the edge of the OI response map. This criterion was used because another peak could have existed just off the edge of the visible region of cortex but still within the neighborhood circle. If such a peak existed, it would exclude the 2 points under consideration from being accepted as neighbors. Marking them as neighbors might distort the distribution by introducing relationships that are merely artifacts of the shape of the craniotomy.

![Neighborhood relationships between active orientation-responsive regions across visual cortex. (*a*) The same OI response map from cat primary visual cortex as shown in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, with the corresponding neighborhood graph superimposed. Neighbor relationships (white lines) between the active regions (crosses) were calculated using Gabriel graphing ([@bib33]). The existence of an edge between 2 points on the graph indicates that these points are considered to be neighbors. Only connected vertices are shown. (*b*) An example functional map from monkey area V1 used in our analysis. (*c*) The functional map from (*b*), with the identified active regions (crosses) and corresponding neighborhood graph (white lines) superimposed. Scale bars: 1 mm.](cercorbhq290f02_ht){#fig2}

![A schematic illustration of how angles between neighbors are measured. Active regions are indicated with crosses over a portion of a cartoon orientation map (*a*). For the equivalent analysis of patch-labeling experiments, crosses would indicate the centers of identified patches. Neighbor relationships between vertices are shown as solid lines connecting neighboring crosses. The edge of the craniotomy mask is shown as a thick white line. The large cross is the vertex for which interneighbor angles will be collected. *b* shows an angle that meets the criteria for measurement. The white arc indicates the pair of neighbor relationships that define this angle at the vertex under analysis. Note that in all cases only the acute angle is measured, and the complementary obtuse angle is ignored. *c* shows an angle that does not meet the criteria for measurement. In this case, the secondary neighbor relationship that would connect the 2 primary neighbors is missing (indicated by a dashed line); the neighborhood circle for these 2 points intersects the edge of the craniotomy (see Materials and Methods).](cercorbhq290f03_ht){#fig3}

![Examples of jittered lattices, generated through a Neyman--Scott process ([@bib93]). Base grids following a perfect hexagonal (*a*) or square (*b*) lattice are generated with random origins and rotations (gray crosses). For each vertex of a base grid, a secondary point is generated, at a uniform random offset from the base vertex (up to a factor δ of the nominal grid spacing) and with a uniform random offset direction (black circles). These secondary points are used as artificial patch or active region locations in our analysis. In this figure a jitter of δ = 0.5 is illustrated, which was the amount of jitter we found to most closely reproduce the measured experimental spatial distributions. The distributions of intervertex angles produced by these models are shown in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}.](cercorbhq290f04_ht){#fig4}

![Interneighbor angle distributions for 2 regular lattice models. Point sets were generated from lattice models with underlying hexagonal (*a*) and square (*b*) structures, as described in Materials and Methods. In both graphs, the degree of jitter (δ) is varied between 0 (a perfect lattice) and 2 (close to a Poisson distribution). Dark lines indicate the mean distribution; shading indicates the 95% CI, estimated over 100 random instances for the same jitter parameter.](cercorbhq290f05_ht){#fig5}

![Illustration of the resampling process used to compare patch-labeling injections with OI response maps. An example injection reconstruction from our database is shown in *a*. An injection of biotinylated dextran amine (central hashed region) was made into macaque monkey V1 by Tanigawa and colleagues (reproduced with permission from [@bib124]; scale bar: 1 mm). We located the center of the reconstructed patches and identified the neighborhood graph as described above (black circles and connecting lines). We constructed the convex hull of the labeled patches (*b*), then superimposed this hull onto a set of active regions identified from an OI response map (*c*). Using the hull as a mask, we excluded active regions and neighbor relations falling outside this region (gray crosses: *d*). In this way, we imposed the shape of a patch group onto the structure of an OI response map, ensuring that any potential distortions in our characteristic measures caused by the shape of a set of points were included equally in both data sets. The points and neighbor relations that remained after masking were used to compare the spatial arrangement of the OI response maps with that of the patch-labeling injections.](cercorbhq290f06_ht){#fig6}

Neighborhood graphs produced in this way are unique and are defined only by the spatial configuration of vertices in a graph. A single vertex may have any number of neighbors or none---the neighborhood criteria are not restricted to produce a triangulation, for example.

Characteristic Measures
-----------------------

Several spatial measurements were taken in order to examine the structure of the neighborhood graphs formed by configurations of active regions and of labeled patches (summarized in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Interpoint distances were collected between pairs of vertices meeting the neighborhood criteria to measure spatial scale. The angles formed by edges drawn between sets of neighboring vertices were also collected, for vertices with at least 2 neighbors. The distribution of these angles gives a density-free measure of statistical shape over our neighborhood graphs. Our approach is similar to that of Boots, who defined a technique for the statistical analysis of shape based on the interior angles of Delaunay triangles defined over a set of points ([@bib14]). [@bib113] used a similar method, building the Voronoi cells (the dual of the Delaunay graph) and measuring the angles formed between Voronoi cell centers and the vertices of the same cell. We use the same measure of shape as Boots, with the exception of our use of Gabriel graphing to form lines between neighboring points.

We measured interior angles around a single vertex by taking acute angles formed by adjacent neighbor edges. If a pair of vertices were rejected as being neighbors due to their proximity to the edge of the map, then angles formed by this pair of vertices at a third vertex were discarded. These criteria and the interneighbor angle collection method are illustrated in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. We estimated the variance of these measures by performing a bootstrap analysis ([@bib28]) over sets of functional maps grouped by experiment and subsequently estimating confidence intervals (CIs) for the measured distributions. Comparisons between sets of angular distributions were made using the 2-sided Kolmogorov--Smirnov (K--S) test, which determines whether 2 sample sets have been drawn from the same distribution ([@bib60]; [@bib119]; [@bib82]). A value for *P* below the threshold for significance indicates that we must reject the null hypothesis that the distributions are equivalent. Note that this test makes no assumptions about the shape of these distributions; in particular, it does not require the data to be normally distributed.

The advantage conferred by this technique is that we can distinguish not only between Poisson, regular and clustered distributions but also examine any lattice regularities that may underlie the spatial arrangement of points. An example showing distributions based on square and hexagonal lattices is illustrated in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. A kernel density method was used to visualise the distributions presented in figures 8--12. Gaussian kernels with widths of 8 degrees (for angle distributions) and 100 μm (for distance distributions) were convolved with each observation. This technique was used only for visualisation, and not for comparing distributions.

Database of Patch-Labeling Injection Experiments
------------------------------------------------

We assembled a database of 374 figures illustrating injections into the superficial layers of cortex from a large selection of the patch-labeling literature, covering predominately cat, old- and new-world monkeys, and tree shrew. In this paper, we restricted ourselves to reconstructions of injections revealing the patch system over reasonably large areas of primary visual cortex (area 17--V1) in cat and macaque monkey. Most neural tracers are not restricted to unidirectional tracer transport, especially when large pressure injections are made. For this reason, no attempt was made to distinguish between anterograde and retrograde labeling, unless pure anterograde or retrograde labeling was reported in the source material. Following the frequent observation of patches containing colocated anterogradely and retrogradely labeled material ([@bib108]; [@bib107]; [@bib128]; [@bib5]), we assumed that the spatial statistics of the superficial patch system was independent of the directionality of the tracer used.

The wide assortment of tracers and variety of injection techniques leads to a wide variation in the sizes of injection sites, the intensity of labeling, and the number of labeled neurons. We assumed that an increase in the number of labeled patches or labeled neurons did not change the spatial statistics of the superficial patch system or the spatial arrangement of patches. Reconstructions showing abutting or overlapping patches were excluded from analysis, as we could not unambiguously identify patch centers in these cases. Also excluded were cases where injections were not confined to area 17 or where injections had been made into several cortical areas. This reduced our data set to 13 injections made into cat area 17 and 27 injections made into V1 of macaque monkey (for references, see [Supplementary Tables 1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq290/DC2)--[2](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq290/DC2)). An example annotated figure from our database is shown in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}; this injection was reported in [@bib124]. The steps taken in our analysis are illustrated in detail for 3 patch system injections in [Supplementary Figures 1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq290/DC2)--[3](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq290/DC2). The full list of patch-labeling injections used for analysis in this report is given in [Supplementary Tables 1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq290/DC2)--[2](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq290/DC2).

Artificial Models of Spatial Arrangement
----------------------------------------

### Uniform Random Model

Artificial models of active regions on OI response maps and of patch locations resulting from injections were used to compare the respective spatial distributions of cortical function and anatomy against several types of random distribution. The first such model comprised locations drawn from a Poisson distribution within a craniotomy mask (for comparison with OI response maps) or within the region spanning a set of labeled patches (for comparison with the reconstructed anatomy). The number of locations used in each artificial map or patch spread followed the distribution of the number of active regions and labeled patches in our source data. Neighborhood relationships between artificial locations were identified in the same manner as described previously for the OI response maps and for patch spreads.

### Lattice Models

We used a generalized Neyman--Scott process ([@bib93]) to design several models of spatial arrangement with predefined lattice structure (examples shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Seed points were drawn from a perfect hexagonal or square lattice, with uniform random origin and orientation, and a spacing equal to the average distance between neighboring active regions (for comparison with functional maps) or between neighboring patches (for comparison with patch-labeling injections). A single secondary point was generated close to each seed point by drawing from a uniform random distribution centered at that seed point. These secondary points were used as the locations of synthetic active regions or synthetic patches. The maximum distance from a secondary point to its seed point was some factor δ of the nominal grid distance; a value of δ = 0 results in a set of points with perfect lattice structure (but quantized to discrete pixel locations). A value of δ = 1 defines a model, where each point is moved up to a distance of the nominal lattice spacing from its seed point. As δ increases, the distribution of points changes from a perfect lattice structure to a Poisson process. Neighborhood relationships between peaks were identified in the manner described in Characteristic Measures.

For each artificial model, we generated the same number of maps and injections as we obtained experimentally, covering the same area of cortex, using the experimentally obtained craniotomy and patch masks and with the same density of active regions as measured from the OI response maps and from the patch spread reconstructions. In this way, we neutralized the unquantifiable edge effects introduced into our measured distributions by the irregular craniotomy shapes produced by the imaging experiments. We estimated the variance of these artificial models by generating several random sets of synthetic active region and patch locations.

[Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows a step-wise variation between perfect lattice structure and no structure for both the hexagonal and the square models. Perfect lattices produce measured angle distributions with strong peaks at the angles that follow from the underlying lattice structure (i.e., 60° for the model with hexagonal structure; 45° and 90° for the square model). Since we restrict points to fall on discrete pixel locations, a model with zero jitter will not produce the delta-width spike at the signature angles that would be expected from a perfect lattice. Nevertheless, by using our criteria for identifying neighbors and performing the measurement of angles as we describe above, we can clearly distinguish between Poisson systems and systems with regular structure, while also collecting evidence for a particular order of lattice angular symmetry. Note the bimodal distribution of angles in [Figure 5*b*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. This occurs as δ increases for the square model, increasing the chance of identifying as neighbors 2 diagonally opposite points in the square lattice and consequently increasing the proportion of 45° angles observed in the distribution.

Comparison between Patch-Labeling Injections and OI Response Maps
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Our characteristic measures are sensitive to the shape of the outline of a given set of points. For our artificial lattice models, we corrected for this source of error by masking each set of generated points with an experimentally obtained craniotomy outline. Performing this correction becomes more difficult when we compare a group of patches resulting from an injection with an OI response map, since both data sets have irregular borders. In cat area 17, patch spreads are often larger in extent than the region of visual cortex available for functional imaging. Monkey V1 provides a greater surface for imaging, as well as a higher density of active regions of cortex in each map, which allowed us to subsample the imaging data.

We corrected for these edge effects by taking the convex hull of a patch spread resulting from a single injection, then using this as a mask over a single OI response map. We placed this mask with random position and orientation to fit inside a response map and extracted the centers of active regions that fell within the mask. In this way, we resampled our functional maps to impose the same bounding shapes that were present in our patch-labeling data set. This process is illustrated in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}.

Results
=======

Cross-Species Examination of the Superficial Patch System
---------------------------------------------------------

We collected observations of clustered labeling following injections of neural tracer from published literature (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Reconstructed sets of patches labeled by single injections of tracer (patch spreads) were included when the reconstructions had been made from tangentially sectioned tissue or when large tangential-view reconstructions had been made from multiple nontangential serial sections. We observed a simple scaling rule followed by the superficial patch system across species and across cortical areas: the spacing between neighboring-labeled patches is approximately double the width of a single patch (see [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).

![Patch spacing versus patch width across many species and cortical areas. Observations of clustered labeling from [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} are shown here, when data for both patch width and patch spacing were reported. Each × is an individual observation of clustered labeling of intrinsic projections in a cortical area. A boxed × indicates that we have estimated the value of patch spacing from the published material. The dashed line is a linear regression of the data shown here, and explains 72% of the observed variance. The dotted line has a slope of 2 and is provided for comparison.](cercorbhq290f07_ht){#fig7}

We assembled a database of figures from published papers showing the results of patch-labeling experiments spanning the last 28 years. Without access to the original material and to obviate the need for arbitrary and highly subjective assumptions about where to draw patch boundaries, we included only figures showing reconstructions of photomicrographs, under the assumption that the original researchers knew best what they were looking at. Patch locations were identified by the original researchers; we extracted the centers of patches either directly (when marked on the reconstructions) or by taking the center of mass of each outlined patch. An example annotated figure from our database is shown in [Figure 6*a*](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, and the full analysis technique is illustrated in detail in [Supplementary Figures 1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq290/DC2)--[3](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq290/DC2). The full list of figures used in our analysis is given in [Supplementary Tables 1](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq290/DC2)--[2](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq290/DC2).

We recorded single-condition OI response maps indicating orientation preference across the surface of area 17 in adult cats and macaque monkeys. A total of 266 response maps were obtained from 19 cats; 2 monkeys were used for a total of 16 response maps. Details of these experiments and the animals used are listed in [Tables 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

List of imaging experiments performed to collect OI response maps form cat primary visual cortex

  Animal identifier   Age         Number of stimuli (number of maps)   Imaging technique
  ------------------- ----------- ------------------------------------ -----------------------
  2303                9 weeks     8 (16)                               Intrinsic signal
  2403                9 weeks     8 (8)                                
  0806                37 weeks    8 (8)                                
  1206                45 weeks    8 (21)                               
  1306                48 weeks    8 (8)                                
  1606                56 weeks    16 (16)                              
  1906                57 weeks    16 (16)                              
  2006                57 weeks    16 (80)                              
  2506                67 weeks    8 (8)                                
  2806                2 years     8 (8)                                
  1207                21 weeks    8 (8)                                
  0208                37 weeks    8 (8)                                
  0408                2 years     8 (8)                                
  0508                62 weeks    8 (8)                                
  01apr03             8 months    6 (6)                                Voltage-sensitive dye
  15dec04             12 months   4 (4)                                
  21dec04             10 months   4 (4)                                
  19apr05             11 months   6 (6)                                
  07may07             12 months   6 (6)                                

Note: The "Animal identifier" column lists our identifying code for a particular animal. "Number of stimuli" indicates the number of different orientations that were used for collecting OI response maps. In several cases (animals 2303, 1206, 1606, 1906, and 2006), more than one recording session was used for analysis. The total number of single-condition maps collected for an animal is indicated in brackets. The exact age in weeks was not available for animals 2806 and 0408. "Imaging technique" lists the type of imaging used to record the cortical response. Area 17 (primary visual cortex) was imaged in all animals.

###### 

List of imaging experiments performed in macaque monkey primary visual cortex

  Animal identifier   Age (years)   Number of stimuli (number of maps)   Imaging technique
  ------------------- ------------- ------------------------------------ -----------------------
  3                   6             4 (12)                               Voltage-sensitive dye
  4                   6             4 (4)                                

Note: Column names have the same meaning as in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. Area V1 (primary visual cortex) was imaged in all animals.

Spatial Characteristics of Patch-Labeling Injections and OI Response Maps
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our measurements of the spatial distributions of labeled patches and active regions in area 17 of cat and macaque monkey are summarized in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}. The shape of our measured distributions for interneighbor angles is highly skewed (see [Figs 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), as are the expected distributions for our artificial models of patch and active region locations shown in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Although the distributions of interneighbor distance are closer to being normally distributed, they are skewed enough that for all distributions we report the mode and its CI. Means for distances are reported in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} and below.

###### 

Basic measurements from OI response maps and labeling experiments

  Measurement                                                       Cat area 17                  Monkey area V1
  ----------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------
  Active region density  (mean ± standard deviation)                1.0 ± 0.2/mm^2^              2.0 ± 0.2/mm^2^
  Number of active regions in OI map  (mean ± standard deviation)   6.1 ± 3.2                    59.2 ± 4.7
  Number of patches in injection  (mean ± standard deviation)       13.4 ± 2.1                   13.1 ± 6.8
  Interdomain distance  (mode, 95% CI of mode)                      1.01 \[0.95--1.07\] mm       0.74 \[0.71--0.77\] mm
  Interdomain distance  (mean ± standard deviation)                 1.05 ± 0.25 mm               0.74 ± 0.18 mm
  Interpatch distance  (mode, 95% CI of mode)                       0.90 \[0.81--1.03\] mm       0.50 \[0.41--0.59\] mm
  Interpatch distance  (mean ± stdandard deviation)                 1.06 ± 0.39 mm               0.52 ± 0.17 mm
  Interdomain neighbor angles  (mode, 95% CI of mode)               57.8 \[49.5--60.3\] degree   60.6 \[54.9--67.5\] degree
  Interpatch neighbor angles  (mode, 95% CI of mode)                66.2 \[58.5--83.7\] degree   61.4 \[54.9--65.7\] degree

Note: See [Tables 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} for details of the numbers of maps and injections obtained. We have reported modes for our measured distributions of interneighbor angles because the distributions themselves are highly skewed. CIs were estimated using a bootstrap analysis. See [Figures 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} for plots of the full distributions. *n* = 13 injections and 266 response maps (cat area 17); 27 injections and 16 response maps (monkey V1).

![Distributions of interneighboring-patch angle and distance for cat (*a*,*b*) and monkey (*c*,*d*), measured over our database of patch-labeling injections. Distances between neighboring patches (shown in the right-hand graphs) and angles between sets of neighboring patches (left-hand graphs) were collected from reconstructions of patch-labeling injections, as described in Materials and Methods. The mean distribution is shown as a solid curve in all graphs; distribution variance (shaded regions) was estimated by computing the 90% bootstrap CI. For comparison, the angle distribution measured from a Poisson random model is shown by the dashed line for both Cat and Monkey. (*a* and *b*) Measurements over patch-labeling injections in Cat primary visual cortex (area 17). The measured distribution of interneighbor angles differs significantly from a Poisson distribution of the same intensity (*P*~K--S~ \< 0.001). *n* = 13 injections. (*c* and *d*) Measurements over patch-labeling injections in Monkey area V1. The measured distribution of interneighbor angles differs significantly from a Poisson distribution of the same intensity (*P*~K--S~ \< 0.001). *n* = 27 injections. 1000 bootstrap resampling runs were performed to estimate CIs for the distributions in all graphs.](cercorbhq290f08_ht){#fig8}

![Spatial arrangement measurements for active regions on OI response maps for Cat (*a* and *b*) and Monkey (*c* and *d*). Conventions are the same as in [Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}. (*a* and *b*) Measurements over Cat OI response maps. The measured distribution of interneighbor angles differs significantly from a Poisson distribution of the same intensity (*P*~K--S~ \< 0.001). *n* = 26 imaging experiments, 266 maps total. (*c* and *d*) Measurements over Monkey OI response maps. The measured distribution of interneighbor angles differs significantly from a Poisson distribution of the same intensity (*P*~K--S~ \< 0.001). *n* = 4 imaging experiments, 16 maps total. 1000 bootstrap resampling runs were performed to estimate CIs for the distributions in all graphs.](cercorbhq290f09_ht){#fig9}

The distance between labeled patches was 0.90 \[0.81--1.03\] mm and 0.50 \[0.41--0.59\] mm for cat and monkey, respectively (N.B. mode \[95% CI\]). The distance between active regions was 1.01 \[0.95--1.07\] mm and 0.74 \[0.71--0.77\] mm for cat and monkey, respectively. In the cat, a physical displacement of around 1 mm across area 17, close to the area centralis, corresponds to approximately 1 visual degree of displacement---a value known as the cortical magnification factor ([@bib127]). Our measurements of interpatch and interdomain spacing for the cat then also correspond to around 1 visual degree, on average. In macaque monkeys, the cortical magnification factor varies between around 1 and 3 mm/degree close to the central visual representation, with a differential magnification favoring the vertical meridian for which we did not correct ([@bib129]). In macaque area V1, we measured interpatch distances corresponding to approximately 0.17--0.5 visual degrees and interdomain distances corresponding to 0.25--0.74 visual degrees.

Our measurements of interpatch and interdomain spacing are consistent with previous reports of mean spacings. We estimated the average distance between active regions in cat area 17 at 1.05 mm, within the reported range of means of 1--1.14 mm ([@bib1]; [@bib26]; [@bib48]; [@bib101]). In the monkey, our measurement of 740 μm for mean interdomain spacing is within the reported range of 640--760 μm ([@bib121]; [@bib76]). Our estimate of mean interpatch spacing in the cat of 1.06 mm is within the reported range of 1.05--1.1 mm ([@bib75]; [@bib57]); our measured mean interpatch spacing in the monkey of 520 μm is within the reported range for means of 450--750 μm (400 μm, 425--450 μm, 450--500 μm, 500--600 μm, 610 μm, and 750 μm; [@bib107]; [@bib140]; [@bib3]; [@bib128]; [@bib5]; [@bib121]; [@bib124]).

A fundamental question is whether there is any consistent structure present in the arrangement of patches and active regions. We compared the distributions of angles measured over reconstructed patches against sets of points drawn from a Poisson model with the same density as that of patches (shown as dashed blue curves in [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}; for details, see Materials and Methods). For both cat and monkey, the configuration of patch locations deviates significantly from their respective Poisson models (*P*~K--S~ \< 0.001 in both cases). Evidence for distinct spatial structure is also present in the distributions of angles measured from OI response maps (see [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}; *P*~K--S~ \< 0.001 for cat and monkey). These results show very strongly that the arrangement of neither patches nor active regions is random.

Our measurements of shape indicate not merely nonrandomness in the arrangement of the anatomical and functional systems under analysis, but the strong overrepresentation of 60° angles formed both by patch spreads and by sets of active regions hints at an underlying hexagonal structure (see [Figs 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Reconstructions of the superficial patch system in primary visual cortex support this impression of a quasi-hexagonal arrangement (e.g., see [Fig. 6*a*](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). We performed a more rigorous quantification of these putative lattice configurations by building models for random spatial arrangements of sets of points, with tunable amounts of regular structure. By varying a parameter δ, our models produce point configurations ranging from a perfect regular lattice to a Poisson distribution. We compared the measured patch and active region arrangements against random arrangements with hexagonal and square lattice structure. We used a value for jitter in our lattice models of δ = 0.5, corresponding to a maximum jitter distance for a single point of 50% of the nominal grid spacing. This value resulted in the best correspondence with our measured distributions. See Materials and Methods for more details of these models.

The result of comparisons between the spatial configuration of the patch system and both hexagonal and square lattices are shown in [Figure 10*a*--*d*](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}. The measured distributions are much more consistent with the hexagonal lattice model than the square lattice model (*P*~K--S~ = 0.70 vs. *P*~K--S~ \< 0.001 in cat area 17; *P*~K--S~ = 0.68 vs. *P*~K--S~ = 0.01 in monkey V1). The same holds true for the spatial configuration of active regions (see [Fig. 10*e*,*f*](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). In both species, the arrangement of active regions cannot be distinguished from the jittered hexagonal lattice model (*P*~K--S~ = 0.10 and *P*~K--S~ = 0.28 for cat and monkey, respectively) and differs significantly from the jittered square lattice model (*P*~K--S~ \< 0.01 and *P*~K--S~ \< 0.001 for cat and monkey, respectively). The superficial patch system shows a strong tendency toward a noisy hexagonal arrangement.

![Comparison between angle distributions from OI response maps, patch-labeling experiments and lattice models. Distributions measured from the indicated experimental dataset are shown as solid black curves and dark shading in all graphs. (*a* and *b*) Interneighbor angle distributions measured from patch-labeling experiments (solid black curve and dark shading) compared with a square lattice model (dashed green curve and green shading). In cat area 17 (*a*), these distributions are significantly different (*P*~K--S~ \< 0.001), while in monkey V1 (*b*), these distributions are marginally similar at a significance level of α = 1% (*P*~K--S~ = 0.01). (*c* and *d*) Patch-labeling experiments (solid black curve and gray shading) compared with a hexagonal lattice model (solid magenta curve and shading). In cat area 17 (*c*), these distributions are indistinguishable (*P*~K--S~ = 0.70); the same is true in monkey V1 (*d*; *P*~K--S~ = 0.68). *n* = 13 injections in *a* and *c*, *n* = 27 injections in *b* and *d*. (*e* and *f*) Angle distributions measured from OI response maps (solid black curves and gray shading) compared with hexagonal (solid magenta curves and shading) and square (dashed green curves and green shading) lattice models. In both cat area 17 (*e*) and monkey V1 (*f*), the square lattice model differs significantly from the OI response map distributions (*P*~K--S~ \< 0.01 for both cat and monkey primary visual cortex). In both cases, the hexagonal lattice model cannot be distinguished from the OI response map distributions (*P*~K--S~ = 0.10 for cat area 17, *P*~K--S~ = 0.28 for monkey V1). *n* = 266 response maps in *e*, *n* = 16 response maps in *f*. 1000 bootstrap resampling runs were performed to estimate the 90% CIs of each of the distributions (shaded regions in all graphs).](cercorbhq290f10_4c){#fig10}

Superficial Patch System Organization Compared with Functional Organization
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Turning to the central point of this report, we examined the relationship between the superficial patch system and the arrangement of function within primary visual cortex, in macaque monkey (shown in [Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). The "shape" of patch spreads, as measured by the distribution of angles formed between neighboring patches, was the same as that measured for active regions (*P*~K--S~ = 0.39). This indicates that the same spatial rule is followed in the arrangement of patches and functional domains across the surface of macaque monkey V1.

![Comparison between the spatial arrangement of OI response maps and that of the superficial patch system in monkey V1. Sets of active regions from OI response maps from monkey V1 were resampled, using the convex hull of a group of patches as a mask (for details, see Materials and Methods). The spatial arrangement of these resampled response maps was then analyzed using the same characteristic measures as above. In all graphs, the distributions measured from our patch-labeling injection database are shown as solid curves with dark shading. The resampled OI response maps are represented by dashed curves and lighter shading. (*a*) The distributions of angles on the OI response maps are indistinguishable from that measured from the patch groups (*P*~K--S~ = 0.39; *n* = 108 resampled OI response maps, *n* = 27 injections). (*b*) The mean spacing measured between neighboring active regions on the OI response maps (dashed curves) is clearly different from that measured between neighboring patches (solid curve---0.74 mm vs. 0.50 mm, respectively). (*c*) The same data as shown in *b* but with the distributions of interpatch distance separated by lab (solid curves). The black points in *c* comprise a scatter plot for measured interpatch distances for each grouped set of injections, one row per source laboratory. These are included to illustrate the large variance in tissue shrinkage observed between different labs, assuming that all labs are sampling from the same patch system statistics. The dashed curve indicates the distribution of separations between active regions measured from resampled OI response maps, as in *b*, shown for comparison.](cercorbhq290f11_ht){#fig11}

The only obvious difference we observed between labeled patches and the cortical response is in spacing of patches versus spacing of active regions, illustrated in [Figure 11*b* and *c*](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} (and see [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). In fact, we expect to observe a smaller average separation between patches than between active regions due to shrinkage of cortical tissue introduced either by fixation or by histological processing or both. Where linear shrinkage between live cortex and tissue slices processed for histology has been measured, values between 1% and 23% have been reported for cat cortical tissue ([@bib9]; [@bib72], [@bib73]; [@bib58]; [@bib8]; [@bib59]) and between 10% and 45% for primate cortex ([@bib103]; [@bib47]; [@bib104]; [@bib76]; Gilbert \[personal communication\]). Presumably, each injection into the superficial layers is a random sample from the same cortical patch system, regardless of the lab where it was performed. If our measured difference between patch and active region spacing was due to a true difference in spatial scale, then one would expect the distribution of interpatch spacings to be consistent between labs. In contrast, measurements from different labs show very different distributions (see [Fig. 11*c*](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}), providing evidence for a large variation in shrinkage between labs, presumably caused by differing processing techniques.

For most of the patch-labeling injections in our database, shrinkage was not measured or reported, so we could not correct for this in our analysis. However, studies where functional maps were aligned with patch injections by linear expansion show the same periodicities for labeled patches as for same orientation domains ([@bib78]; [@bib139]; [@bib121]). For this reason, we believe that our measured difference in spacing, which reflects an average linear shrinkage of around 30% and falls within the reported range for tissue shrinkage, does not reflect a true difference between patch and active region spacing.

Cross-Species Comparison of Cortical Design
-------------------------------------------

How similar is the "design" of cat and primate cortices? We examined this question from both an anatomical and a functional perspective by comparing our measurements of spatial arrangement across species (see [Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}). The conspicuous difference between cat and macaque monkey is one of scale: the density of patches and active regions doubles between cat and macaque visual cortex (see [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). Nevertheless, the arrangement of patches and active regions, as judged by our measurements of lattice shape, is strikingly conserved between species. The distributions of angles formed by patch spreads and by active regions follow the same distribution in cat and macaque monkey (*P*~K--S~ = 0.20 for labeled patches, *P*~K--S~ = 0.28 for active regions). This result indicates a strong similarity between cat and monkey in the mechanisms used to form representations in primary visual cortex.

![Cross-species comparison of the spatial structure of OI response maps and patch spreads (*a* and *b*) Measured interneighbor angle (*a*) and distance (*b*) distributions from OI response maps in cat area 17 (dashed curve and light shading) and monkey V1 (solid curve and dark shading). Despite a large difference in spatial scale between cat and monkey (mode interneighbor distances of 1.01 mm and 0.74 mm, respectively), the spatial arrangement of active domains is indistinguishable (*P*~K--S~ = 0.28; *n* = 266 maps in cat area 17, 16 maps in monkey V1). (*c* and *d*) Interneighbor angle (*c*) and distance (*d*) distributions from patch-labeling injections in cat area 17 (light dashed curves) and monkey V1 (dark solid curves). Once again, the difference in spatial scale is marked (0.90 mm vs. 0.50 mm for cat and monkey, respectively), while the spatial arrangement of patch locations is indistinguishable (*P*~K--S~ = 0.20; *n* = 13 injections in cat area 17, 27 injections in monkey V1).](cercorbhq290f12_ht){#fig12}

Discussion
==========

We applied the statistical theory of shape to measurements of the spatial configuration of function and anatomy in neocortex. This allowed us to examine the superficial patch system and the arrangement of active regions in OI response maps for evidence of lattice structure, pooled across several experimental animals. Our measurements revealed a distinctive nonrandom arrangement in the way patches, and active regions spread across the surface of primary visual cortex---both systems exhibited evidence for noisy hexagonal structure but not square lattice structure. More importantly, the configuration of labeled patches was strikingly similar to that of the cortical response to drifting grating stimuli. We also found that the design of area 17 is remarkably conserved between cat and macaque monkey, despite an almost 2-fold difference in density of patches and active regions between the 2 species.

Like-to-Like Connectivity within the Superficial Patch System
-------------------------------------------------------------

Many context-dependent and gestalt perceptual phenomena have been ascribed to the superficial patch system, driven by frequent observations of functional bias in the patch projections (for a review, see [@bib37]). In line with the dogma of like-connects-to-like, the majority of these phenomena require facilitatory interactions over large areas of visual space: for example, texture and curve continuity ([@bib16]; [@bib112]; [@bib10]), color constancy ([@bib37]), illusory contours ([@bib37]), and feature binding and scene segmentation through promotion of synchronized oscillatory activity ([@bib43]; [@bib29]; [@bib41]; [@bib42]). Unfortunately, the necessity of the superficial patch system has not been demonstrated for any of these feats of visual processing.

Like-connects-to-like connectivity was originally proposed for the superficial patch system by [@bib88], as a mechanism for generating complex receptive fields in layers 2 and 3 of primary visual cortex. Their hypothesis proved remarkably prescient: a bias toward connecting areas of similar function was subsequently demonstrated for orientation preference in area 17 ([@bib78]; [@bib16]; [@bib112]; [@bib121]), for the cytochrome oxidase (CO)--rich blobs in the superficial layers of area 17 ([@bib107]; [@bib67]; [@bib18]; [@bib78]; [@bib139]), and for other functional modalities in a range of sensory and motor areas.

However, the beguiling simplicity of the "like-to-like" concept appears less than satisfactory when one examines the numbers in detail. Between 35% and 40% of clustered labeling falls in regions responsive to orientations outside those preferred by neurons at the injection site; that is, a weak functional bias that implies the anatomical location of patch projections is considerably less tuned than the physiological orientation preference of the cells making those projections ([@bib78]; [@bib16]; [@bib121]). Measurements over other modalities in visual cortex show similar divergence in the functional bias of patch projections, leading to the conclusion that like often does not connect to like.

In fact, the restrictive connectivity implied by a strong interpretation of the term like-to-like does not exist in the superficial patch system. Connected regions in primary visual cortex are only "like" when examined from the point of view of particular functional properties. When receptive field position is also considered, the projections that form the patch system are certainly not between regions of like response, as has been frequently noted ([@bib108]; [@bib2]; [@bib37]; [@bib4]; [@bib121] and many other studies; see the papers referenced above). The alternative hypothesis we present here is that regions encompassing a set of labeled patches are connected simply because they are often coactivated (a Hebbian-like point of view). That the activity of several discrete regions of visual cortex spanning several millimeters might be correlated is implied by the statistical structure of the visual world, regardless of intracortical connectivity. Since a visual stimulus is often composed of noninfinitesimal regions of constant functional properties, nearby regions of cortex that have receptive fields at different locations but with similar functional properties will be coactivated. Indeed, correlated firing occurs at discrete points in visual cortex with similar but nonoverlapping receptive fields due to common input ([@bib125]). We propose that cortical activation patterns that occur frequently are connected by the clustered projections of the patch system. Our hypothesis does not imply an experience-driven developmental mechanism but does require patterned spatial activity in cortex during the formation of the patch system ([@bib40]).

The general relationship we propose between the superficial patch system and the spatial arrangement of cortical function is compatible with but not identical to that implied by the like-to-like hypothesis. For example, in Inferotemporal (IT) cortex, connections between objects and forms that often occur together but are not like (such as regions encoding for heads and regions encoding for bodies) would be clearly beneficial for promoting the recognition of compound objects ([@bib134]; [@bib126]). We predict that regions of IT cortex coactivated by a complex, but familiar, object will fall over a set of anatomically connected patches, but activated regions may cover only a subset of the patches labeled from an injection into any one active region. A corollary of our hypothesis is that all regions of cortex that have a patch system should also show modular activation.

Self-Consistent Cortical States and the Patch System
----------------------------------------------------

Oriented grating stimuli provide an input that requires encoding of identical stimulus parameters over the extent of the visual field---we call this a self-consistent stimulus, since the stimulus parameters at any point are consistent with those across the entire visual field. The cortical response to these stimuli requires the encoding of identical values for functional parameters over the surface of visual cortex. We call the evoked states self-consistent cortical states, since any active region in primary visual cortex encodes values for functional parameters that are consistent with any other concurrently active region in primary visual cortex.

We have shown here that the cortical state corresponding to a self-consistent stimulus has the same spatial organization as the superficial patch system. We conclude that the superficial patch system is the physical substrate for promoting self-consistent cortical states. Patch connections will bias the cortical state toward coactivation of regions encoding for mutually consistent functional representations. This point allows a functional interpretation to be placed on the patterns of labeling seen following injections of tracers into cortex. The patch system provides a physical encoding for statistical properties of the modality represented in an area of cortex. A set of concurrently labeled patches participate in a network composed of mutually consistent representations of cortical input. Regions of cortex that form a set of concurrently labeled patches will not always be activated simultaneously but are more likely to be simultaneously active than unconnected regions.

This interpretation of the patch system as promoting concurrent activity of colabeled patch locations follows from related work, exploring the effect of patterned lateral excitatory projection lattices on activity states in a simulated cortical network. A projection system with properties similar to the superficial patch system promotes concurrent spontaneous activation of connected regions, in a simulated cortical network with realistic lateral connectivity and biophysical time constants (Muir and Douglas, in preparation). Population activity in cortex is thereby biased toward states that reflect the spatial configuration of the underlying lattice. Previous work by one of the authors of the present study showed that spontaneously emerging cortical states indeed have the same spatial arrangement as orientation-selective responses in the same animal ([@bib56]). The present work strongly indicates that the spontaneously emerging cortical states observed by Kenet and colleagues have the same spatial arrangement as the superficial patch system and strengthens the argument for a direct determination of domain configuration by the patch system.

Previous Characterizations of the Cortical Response
---------------------------------------------------

A handful of previous studies have examined the shape of the functional response in primary visual cortex, over and above a simple analysis of periodicity. [@bib87] performed an autocorrelation analysis of the orientation-selective response to examine periodicity in marmoset primary and secondary visual cortex. Their results show some evidence for a roughly hexagonal arrangement of domains, which they unfortunately leave unremarked. [@bib94], [@bib95] examined orientation pinwheel locations in macaque monkey visual cortex, comparing Fourier spectra of orientation pinwheel locations with spectra produced by regular hexagonal and square lattices. They did not observe evidence for regular lattice structure in the arrangement of either orientation preference domains or pinwheel locations. [@bib96] performed a similar analysis, exploring the arrangement of orientation pinwheels close to the area 17/18 border in cat visual cortex and also found no evidence for a global regular lattice structure in the spatial arrangement of pinwheels. Although we did not examine the arrangement of pinwheels, one might assume that pinwheels and iso-orientation domains would have related spatial configurations, and so at face value our results and those presented above appear to differ. However, these researchers did not compare their measured arrangements with noisy, nonregular lattice patterns as we have done and do not show that their analysis is sensitive to patterns that show only quasi-regular spatial structure. We have shown that the true arrangement of orientation domains is indeed not perfectly regular but is nevertheless far from random.

Spatial analyses of the type performed by these researchers will identify the presence of global lattice structure, while neglecting local structure present between adjacent points of interest. Our analysis is sensitive to local lattice structure and to the precise form of deviation from global structure, both of which we have shown to be important in characterizing the arrangement of anatomical and functional units in cortex.

Modular Responses across Cortex
-------------------------------

Quasiperiodic activation patterns in response to a stimulus are not restricted to primary visual cortex. In cats, old- and new-world monkeys, ferrets and probably many other mammalian species, primary sensory and motor areas all reveal a modular arrangement of function overlaid on a topographic map, with the possible exception of the less-understood areas devoted to audition ([@bib131]; [@bib98]; but see [@bib92], [@bib91]). This patterned arrangement is particularly clear in primary visual cortex, where repeated modules respond preferentially to different aspects of a visual stimulus. The periodicity of these regions of activity is not related to periodic features of a stimulus but appears to be characteristic for a region of cortex. This is intuitively obvious for somatosensory cortex, for which a single point on the skin surface can be stimulated. Doubts could be raised, however, for the oriented grating stimuli we have used, which intrinsically contain periodic spatial energy. Nevertheless, gratings produce patterns with the same rough periodicity over a wide range of spatial frequencies ([@bib11]; [@bib13]; [@bib48]; [@bib50]). Oriented bars provoke a cortical response that is periodic along the cortical projection axis of the bar ([@bib15]), contrary to the effect that would be predicted if the periodic spatial energy in a stimulus drove cortex to adopt a periodic response. Other nongrating stimuli, such as uniform surfaces ([@bib123]), iso-luminant and colured stimuli ([@bib63]; [@bib70]), and illusory contours ([@bib114]; [@bib100]) also elicit punctate responses from primary visual cortex. Our results therefore apply generally to primary visual cortex and not just to the particular parameters of our stimuli.

Punctate cortical responses are by no means restricted to primary sensory areas of neocortex. The various CO compartments in area 18 divide the cortical surface in a modular arrangement of preference for different qualities of a visual stimulus (disparity---[@bib22]; changes in luminance---[@bib71]; [@bib135]; and color---[@bib135]; [@bib70]). Modular maps are present further up the visual hierarchy (cat area 21---[@bib46]; primate area V4---[@bib35]; and MT---[@bib81]; [@bib79]; [@bib137], [@bib138]). In vivo intracortical microstimulation reveals punctate arrangements of function and of electrically driven responses in macaque monkey motor ([@bib49]), premotor ([@bib110]), and prefrontal cortex ([@bib111]). If the relationship between the superficial patch system and the function holds as a general cortical feature, then we expect the same correspondence of spatial configuration will be observed in these other areas of cortex.

IT cortex contains a particularly interesting example of a modular functional architecture. Regions across area IT respond to particular objects placed in the visual field, with a large degree of invariance to position and size ([@bib122]). Progressively increasing the complexity of an object, or adding more parts to build a compound object, recruits more punctate modules to the cortical representation ([@bib134]; [@bib126]). The arrangement of these modules is less periodic than for orientation domains in primary visual cortex, and the appearance of patch-labeling injections in area IT qualitatively echoes this less regular spatial arrangement of function ([@bib32]; [@bib31]; [@bib124]), but a concerted data collection effort is required before a quantitative analysis of the form presented here will be possible.

Analysis Sensitivity
--------------------

We observed no difference between the respective spatial arrangements of the superficial patch system and of function in macaque monkey primary visual cortex, as well as no difference between the layout of cat and monkey primary visual cortices. These findings rely on the ability of our analysis to extract statistical shape and on the sensitivity of the K--S test to compare these statistical measures. Our choice of a Gabriel graph to define neighbor relations introduces a bias against small interneighbor angles, when compared against measurements made over a Delaunay triangulation; very acute angles correspond to long, thin Delaunay triangles, which are usually excluded from Gabriel graphs due to the neighbor criterion used. We performed the same comparisons as illustrated in this report using a neighbor relation based on a Delaunay triangulation. Comparing spatial arrangements of patches and domains measured using Delaunay neighbor graphs gave qualitatively similar results to measurements using Gabriel graphs, but the Delaunay neighbor relation was more susceptible to border artifacts.

We observed empirically that the K--S test was extremely sensitive to differences in the distributions of angles that we used to characterize spatial arrangements. For example, we were easily able to differentiate between artificial sets of points with underlying hexagonal and square lattice structure, even with large amounts of jitter. This is a difficult task for a human observer (see [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In practice, when comparing even slightly differing distributions---such as 2 hexagonal grids with jitter of δ = 0.4 and δ = 0.5---the asymptotic *P* value estimates for the K--S test dropped to values extremely close to zero (*P* ≈ 10^−40^, *n* = 100 simulated OI maps). It is therefore not the case that any roughly periodic arrangement will look similar under our analysis. The smaller number of maps we recorded from macaque V1 did not cause a problem for our measurements, as the higher density and larger areas imaged in the monkey produced many more observable active regions per map than present in the maps from cat area 17 (see [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}).

It is theoretically possible that the patch system and functional arrangement could have identical distributions under our analysis but still show no physical relationship between patch and active region locations in the same animal. This could occur, for example, if every patch was offset in space by a common displacement from a corresponding active region. Such an arrangement seems unlikely, and the demonstration of a weak bias toward like-to-like patch projections in single animals by other researchers indicates that at least some degree of correspondence between patches and functional domains exists ([@bib78]; [@bib16]; [@bib112]; [@bib121]).

In our analysis, we assumed that each blank-subtracted single-condition response map was independent. This assumption would be unfounded if the average representation of oriented stimuli were inhomogeneous in primary visual cortex. For example, if some points in visual cortex responded strongly to stimuli of any orientation, these same locations would be present in each single-condition map and would distort our statistical measurements of the cortical response. We examined this issue in cat area 17 and found that our assumption of a homogenous representation of orientation was justified (see Supplementary Methods).

Evolution of Cortical Structure
-------------------------------

We have shown that cats and macaque monkeys share at least 2 features of primary visual cortex, down to the spatial arrangement of functional and anatomical units. Since the feline (Laurasiatherian) and primate (Euarchontoglires---Supraprimate) ancestor lines diverged 90--107 million years ago ([@bib90]; [@bib120]), this implies that either the required developmental machinery was already in place in the common ancestor or that cortical maps with remarkably similar structure emerged through convergent evolution in these 2 lines. Other features of functional maps in area 17, similarly relying on long-range cortical interactions, are conserved between the ferret (Carnivora; the same order as cats), tree shrew (grand order Euarchonta; closely related to primates), and galago (order Primate) ([@bib55]).

The common design of visual cortex between species that are only distantly related raises an interesting question for rodents, which are more closely related to primates than primates are to cats ([@bib120]). Despite their closer genetic relationship to primates, rodents do not have smooth maps of orientation preference or a superficial patch system as presented here ([@bib130]). Has the design of rodent cortex degenerated to the extent that it has lost the ability to form these systems? Alternatively, the required mechanisms may still be present but express themselves differently due to a change in one or more developmental parameters---for example, the smaller size of visual cortex or the degree of like-to-like preference exhibited by superficial layer neurons ([@bib61]).

We have presented a new set of evidence for the relationship between the superficial patch system and cortical function. We showed that both the patch system and the cortical response display a well-defined signature of their spatial configurations, and that this spatial configuration is shared between the anatomical and the functional systems. The projections that comprise the superficial patch system define the spatial layout of coactive domains across the cortical surface. This fact suggests a new interpretation for the patch system---that the clustered projections provide a physical encoding for statistical properties of the cortical response. Concurrently labeled patches in area 17 promote the expression of cortical activity states that correspond to statistical expectations of regularity in the visual world. The superficial patch system is a mechanism for ensuring consistency between the cortical response to potentially ambiguous stimuli and an internal model of the world.
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[Supplementary material](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bhq290/DC2) can be found at:<http://www.cercor.oxfordjournals.org/>
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